ON THE MAXIMALITYTHEOREM OF WERMER
T. P. SRINIVASAN AND JU-KWEI

WANG1

In this note we give a new proof of the following
theorem of J. Wermer [5]:

maximality

Theorem. Let C denote the sup-norm algebra of all continuous functions on the unit circle, and let A denote the subalgebra of those functions
which have analytic extensions to the interior. Then A is a maximal closed

subalgebra of C.
As our proof depends only on the invariant subspace theorem for
H1 [2, Theorem 7 ] ; see also [4 ], where Hl denotes the L1 closure of A,
and the F. and M. Riesz theorem [3, p. 47], it works in any situation
in which these two theorems are valid. Some algebras in which both
theorems are valid were considered by Bishop [l]. Even though the
proof extracted by Cohen [3, p. 94] from the proof of Wermer's theorem by Hoffman and Singer is at most equally short and certainly
more elementary
(as it does not use the F. and M. Riesz theorem),
our proof seems to be of independent interest because of its generality,
and because of the connection it exhibits between the maximality of
an algebra and the properties of its annihilating
measures.

Proof

of Wermer's

bra of C containing

theorem.

Let 23 be a proper closed subalge-

A. We have to show that BÇA,

(1)

or equivalently

B1- D A\

where J- denotes the set of all orthogonal

Let Hl= {fEH1:ffdm

measures.

Clearly B1^

{0}.

= 0}, where dm = dd/2ir denotes the normal-

ized Lebesgue measure of the circle. By F. and M. Riesz theorem,
B±cZHl dm, and, since B is an algebra,

(2)
gB± C B±
for every gEB. Hence, identifying fdm with / for fdmEB1,

BL is

a weak* closed, and therefore norm-closed, subspace of if1, which by
(2) is invariant under multiplication
by z = eie. Hence by the invariant
subspace theorem for H1,

(3)

BL = qñ\

for some

inner

function

q. Let

pEAL.

Then

p=fdm

for

some

fEH\, by F. and M. Riesz theorem. By (2) and (3), gqH\QqHl for
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g in B, so gifjçifj;

in particular, gfEHl, therefore g±fdm. Thus

pEB1, which proves (1).
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